A cylinder containing liquid with a free surface is subjected to a vertical oscillation of amplitude €g/w' and frequency 2w, whcre w is within O(€w) of the natural frequency of a particular (primary) modc in thc surfacc-wave spectrum and 0 < € <;: I. A Lagrangian formulation: which includes terms of second and fourth order in the primary mode and second order in the secondary modes (which are excited by the primary mode), together with the method of averaging, leads to a Hamiltonian system for the sIO\\'ly varying amplitudes of the primary mode. The fixed points (which correspond to harmonic motions) and phase-plane trajectories and their perturbations due to linear damping are determined. It is shown that € > 8, where 8 is the damping ratio (actual/critical) of the primary mode, is a necessary condition for subharmonic response of that mode. Explicit results are given fol' the dominant axisymmetric and antisymmetric modes in a circular cylinder. Internal resonance, in which a pair of modes have frequencies that approximate wand 2w. is discussed separately, and the fixed points and their stability for the special case w, = 2w, are determined. Internal resonance for w'! = WI is discussed in an appendix.
Introduction
The subharmanic excitation of surface waves in a vertically oscillating basin, originally observed by Faraday (1831), has been analysed by Rayleigh (1883a,b) , Benjamin & "Crsell (1954) , Dodge, Kana & Abramson (1965) , Ockendon & Ockendon (1973) and Henstock & Sani (1974) . Benjamin & Ursell reduced the description of small disturbances to .Mathieu's equation and invoked the known results for the stability of the solutions of that equation to support Rayleigh's conclusion that the primary oscillations of the free surface occur at half the frequency of the oscillation of the container. t Ockendon & Ockendon (1973) extended the analyses of Rayleigh and Benjamin & t:rsell to small but finite amplitudes but did not calculate the parameter that measures the effects of nonlinearity. The present analysis provides an explicit result for this parameter and incorporates lineal ' damping. Dodgc e( ,t!. (1965) have given a finite-amplitude analysis fol' a circular basin that should be equivalent to that developed here, but their equations of motion for the modal amplitudes violate reciprocity conditions that are implicit in the underlying (Xewtonian) mechanics; scc Appendix E. Henstock & Sani (1974) also have given a finite-amplitude analysis for a circular basin, but they applied the free-surface boundary conditions at the equilibrium, rather than the diplaced, position of the free t Benjamin & C'rsell's (1954) statement that their work was' made pos-'iible by the de\telopment of Mathieu functions since Rayleigh's time' suggests that they may hu.\'c overlooked Rayleigh's 1887 paper, in which he applies the theory of Hill's equtttion to subharmonic excit.ation, albeit not explicitly to Faraday's problem. 10·2 surface and obtained a correction to the resonant frequency that is first order in the amplitude (the true correction must be second order). Keolian et al. (1981 ), Gollub & Meyer (1983 and Cilberto & Gollub (1984) have recently reported observations of strongly nonlinear motions in vertically oscillating basins, some of which involve either resonant coupling between several modes or chaotic instabilities or both. These strongly nonlinear motions presumably lie outside of the scope of the present investigation.
I begin my analysis, in §2, by expressing the motion of the free surface in terms of the corresponding normal modes and calculating the Lagrangian through terms of fourth order in the modal amplitudes on the provisional assumption that dissipation is negligible. This calculation is based on an earlier formulation for nonlinear gravity waves in a cylinder of arbitrary cross section (Miles 1976) , equations from which are cited by the prelL" I. Capillary effects, which dominate gravitational effects for sufficiently small wavelengths (as in Faraday's experiments), are considered in Appendix D.
Appealing to the results cited above, I assume that the natural frequency of the primary mode, say WI' approximates half the frequency of the vertical displacement of the basin,
(1.1)
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Quadratic nonlinearity implies the excitation of time-independent and secondharmonic components of both this primary mode and certain secondary modes. (Higher harmonics are excited through higher-order interactions, but are not significant in the present context.) I first assume that only one such primary mode is resonantly excited and that none of the natural frequencies of the secondary modes / approximates Zw (this excludes internal resonance, which is considered in §6). Nonlinearity also implies (except for special initial conditions) slow variations of the amplitudes and phases of the sinusoidal carriers, which, together with the preceding arguments, leads me to posit
for the generalized coordinate of the nth mode, where 8", is the Kronecker delta; A, B, An' B n and On are slowly varying, dimensional amplitudes, and, by hypothesis, An' B n and On are of the order of A' and B'. I obtain the evolution equations for these slowly varying amplitudes in §3 by a\.eraging the Lagrangian over a ZIT interval of wt and then invoking Hamilton's principle. The secondary amplitudes An' ... prove to be quasi-steady in the sense that their temporal derivatives are negligible in (the present approximations to) tbe evolution equations, by \'irtue of which they may be expressed as quadratic functions of A and B. The elimination of these secondary amplitudes from the average Lagrangian then leads to a Hamiltonian system for A and B which is isomorphic to that for a simple pendulum that is subjected to a vertical oscillation of its point of support (see Appendix A). I establish the fixed points and phase-plane trajectories of this Hamiltonian system in §4.
I introduce weak, linear damping in §5, assuming the availability of the damping ratio 8 (of actual to critical damping) for the primary mode. This parameter is perhaps best determined through the direct measurement of the decay of free oscillations in that mode, although theoretical calculations (Miles 1967) can provide reasonably accurate values of 8 for a clean free surface in a hydrophilic basin. Every phase-plane trajectory for the damped system spirals into a stable fixed point (at which the amplitudes became constant) of the evolution equations, There may be one, two, or three such fixed points (one of which may be the null point of no relative motion), depending on the proximity of WI and w, Only two parameters, which are dimensionless measures of damping and of the proximity of wand w" enter the normalized phase-plane equations; however, the determination of the actual displacements and other dynamical quantities from the solutions of these normalized equations requires a calculation that is equivalent to that of the frequency of free oscillations of small but finite amplitude in the primary mode (I (6.5)). Explicit results are available for two-dimensional waves in a rectangular basin (Tdjbakhsh & Keller 1960) , the simplest (no nodal lines) three-dimensional mode in a rectangular basin (Verma & Keller 1962) , the dominant axisymmetric mode (which has one nodal circle) in a circular cylinder (Mack 1962) , and the dominant antisymmetric mode (which has one nodal diameter) in a circular cylinder (Miles 1984) .
The development in § § 1-5 excludes the possibility of internal resonance, which may occur if the frequencies of a pair of modes approximate wand nw (n = 1,2,3, ... ). The coupling between two such modes decreases with increa-sing n, and it is only for n = 1 or 2 that internal resonance is likely to be observable.
The case of equal frequencies arises naturally in a circular cylinder, for which the non-axisymmetric modes occur in degenerate pairs; however, the coupled motion of such a pair necessarily comprises angular momentum, which cannot be generated by vertical excitation. It also is possible to have approximately coincidental eigenvalues in the doubly infinite, discrete spectrum for any basin (cf. Cilberto & Gollub 1984) . I give the general formulation for this problem in Appendix C, but, discouraged by the algebraic complexity, have not obtained explicit results for specific cases.
Internal resonance with W 2 = 2w 1 for two gravity-wave modes with wavenumbers k, and k, in cylindrical basin of depth d requires I consider the general case of 2: 1 internal resonance in §6, The comprehension of two primary modes requires a four-dimensional phase space. I determine the fixed points in this space for the special casew, = 2w, (as contrasted with w 2 -2w, = O(€w,)) and zero damping. There then is at least one stable fixed point (there may be as many as five) for every value of(w-w,)J€W, and there are no Hopf-bifurcation points, which suggests that, in the presence of small but finite damping, every solution will terminate either in the null configuration or in a stable, harmonic oscillation after transient motion from specified initial conditions and that neither periodic limit cycles nor chaotic motions will be realized, which may be achieved by a unique choice of d for any pair of eigenvalues for which 2 < k 2 / k 1 < 4, The lowest such resonance for axisymmetric motion in a circular cylinder of radius a corresponds to the modes with one and three nodal circles and is given by (Mack 1962) k, a = 3.8317, k,a = 10.1735, dJa = 0.1981.
(1.4)
The coupling coefficient for this pail' proves to be rather small (see §6). An example with a much larger coupling coefficient is resonance between the dominant antisymmetric and axisymmetric modes, for which (Miles 1984) . 
The Lagrangian
We pose the free-surface displacement (relative to the plane of the level surface, which is moving with the basin) in the form
where repeated indices arc summed over the participating modes, the ?In are gcncndizcd coordinates, the Ijf" arc the eigenfunctions determined by (V'+k;,) ifJ",,=O (xin8). n'VifJ"=O ona8, ffifJ"mifJ ""d8=8"",8, (2.2a,b,c) k ll arc the eigenvalues. S is the cross-section of the cylindrical basin, and 0mn is the Kronecker delta. The corresponding Lagrangian. as given by 1(3.6) after setting 
are pure numbers.
The average Lagrangian
We nnw invoke the arguments outlined in the fifth paragmph of § I and recast (1.2) in the form
"',
is a lengthscalc (sec (3.7)).
(3.2) (10
is a scaling parameter (we may render Go > 0 by an appropriate choice of the origin of l). p. q, At/" B n and C'" arc slowly varying. dimensionless amplitudes. and
Nonlinear Faraday resonance j:; a slow time. \Ve also introduce the frequency parameters 289 Substituting (1.1), (2.1) and (3.1) into (2.4). invoking (2.5) and (3.2)-(3.4), averaging over a 2" interval of wI, and neglecting 0("") on the hypotheses that 1= 0(6a,). fJ = 0(1) and I/Q n~0 (1) (Q n = Ole) implies internal resonance, which is treated in §6). we obtain 
Substituting (3.6) into (3.5), invoking (2.5) and (3.4b). and choosing 
The preceding formulation may be reduced to that for weakly nonlinear free oscillations (I §6) by omitting the imposed acceleration ' 0 in·L (2.4) and the corresponding term p'-q' in (L) (3.5) and regarding e as an arbitrary scaling parameter, which simplifications yield (L) =~egl'(pg-pq+fJ(P'+q')+~(P'+g')'sgnA}.
(3.11 ) p and recast (1.
2)
The frequency of the free oscillation described by (2.1) and (3.1) with p and 9 constant, as determined by requiring (L) (3.11) to be stationary with respect to p and 9 and invoking (3.4a) and (3.7), then is given by (cf. 1(6.5)) ",'+Cn(T)}. (3.1) where The singularity at d/a = 0.1981/0.1523 reflects the internal resonance (1.4)/(1.5), the former of which is too narrow to be resolved in figure 1 (A o has a second, even narrower singularity at d/a = 0.3470 owing to the resonance between the 01 and 04 modes, for which kOla = 3.8317 and k"a = 13.324). The choice (3.7) for I is inappropriate not only near A = co, but also near A = 0, where the higher-order terms incorporated in the present formulation make a null contribution to (L) , and in the neighbourhood of which terms of the sixth order in the amplitude of 11 presumably would need to be retained to obtain a uniformly valid description of the nonlinearity.
Hamiltonian solutions
We now assume A > O. If A < 0 it is necessary only to reverse the sign of!J and interchange p and q throughout the subsequent development.
Requiring <L) to be stationary with respect to independent variations of p and q, we obtain the evolution equationst aH
• aH (4.1a,b) in which H appears as a Hamiltonian and p and q are canonically conjugate variables. It follows that H is a constant of the motion, by virtue of which the solution may be reduced to quadrature. (In fact, the solution may be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals; however, this is of only passing interest in the present context.)
The fixed points (at which P = q = 0) of (4.1) are given by
which is equivalent to (3.12) for e = 0 and manifests the non-uniform validity for our formulation near A = O. The phase-plane trajectories are given by H = constant. Introducing the actionangle coordinates E and 0 according to We remark that the motion relative to the basin vanishes at p = q = 0 and is harmonic (within 1 + 0(<1)) at p = 0, q = ± (1-fJ)l. The mean-square displacement of the harmonic motion is given by~I'q' =~1'(I-!J). Invoking (3.7) for I, (3.4a) of !J, and dividing by A' (3.14), we obtain ;; and 0 is the ratio of actual to critical damping for frcc oscillations of the resonant mode. The resulting evolution equations arc 
The fixcd points of (5.2) are given by (ef. (4.2))
where

5_ Damped solutions
The incorporation of weak, linear damping in the dynamical formulation is straightforwardt and Icads to the introducton of the terms ex (p, q) on the left-hand sides of (4.1 a.b), where (a) 'fhc trajcctories for fJ > I (figure 2a) constitute a nested set of closed loops about the centre at p = q = 0 (H = 0) with the family paramcter H increasing monotonically outward across the set. It follows from (4.6b) that each of these trajectories is traversed in a counterclockwise sense (with increasing T).
(b) 'fhe separatrix through the saddle point at p = q = 0 for -I < fJ < 1 ( figure  2b) is a vertical figure cight that intersects the q-axis at q = ± 2l( 1-fJ)l, encloses two symmetrically disposed, nested sets of closed trajectories about the centres at p = 0, q = ± (1 -fJ)l, and is enclosed hy a third nested set. H increases monotonically along radial lines from each of the centres, at which H = -;(1-fJ)', to the separatrix, on which H = 0, and then increases monotonically across the outer trajectories. It follows from (4.1) that each of the trajectories, including the upper and lower loops of the separatrix, is traversed in a counterclockwise sense.
(c) 'fhe separatrix through the saddle points at p = ± (-1-fJ)I, q = 0 for fJ < -I (figure 2c) comprises a pair of closed, intersecting loops that intersect the q-axis at the four points q = ± (lfJll ± I). 'fhe inner separatrix encloses a ne ·ted set of closed trajectories about the centre at p = q = O. The outer separatrix encloses two nested sets about thc outer ccntres at p = 0, q = ± (1-fJ)l and is enclosed by a fOlll'th nested set. H decreascs monotonically outward from 0 at the inner centre to -HI +fJ)' at the inner separatrix, increases monotonically outward along radial lines from -l(l-fJ)' at each of thc outer centrcs to -HI +fJ)' at thc outcr separatrix, and continues to increase monotonically across the outer trajectories. It follows from (4.1) that the inner separatrix and the trajectories about the inner centrc are traversed in a clockwise sense, while thc two loops of the outer separatrix, the trajectories about the outer centres. and the outcr trajectories are traversed in a countcrclockwise sense.
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note that (5.3b) and (5.3e) differ only in the sign of y. The origin is the only fixed point if a> 1; conversely, e> 8 is a necessary condition for subharmonic response.
The stability of a particular fixed point with respect to a small disturbance proportional to exp (ur) is determined by the roots of the characteristic equation
Substituting p = q = 0 into (5.5), we obtain '-I, (5.6a) from which it follows that the fixed point at the origin is stable if and only if P' > I_a'. Substituting (5.3b,e) into (5.5), we obtain A = u'+2au+4y(y-P)
., ,
respectively, from which it follows that the corresponding pairs of fixed points (5.3b,e) are stable/unstable. The stable/unstable fixed points are sinks/saddle points. The Poincare-Bendixson tbeorem implies that any solution of (5.2) must tend asymptotically to either a fixed point or a limit cycle. The logarithmic contraction rate for the area within a closed trajectory is given by (Lichtenberg & Lieberman 1983) ap aq
It follows from (5.7) that limit cycles are impossible and hence that every solution must tend to one of the stable fixed points for a > O.
Summing up, we have the following configurations for 0 < a < 1:
(b) -I' < P < Yo saddle point at p = q = 0 and two sinks at (5.3b); (e) P < -Yo three sinks at p = q = 0 and (5.3b), and two saddle points at (5.3e).
The only fixed point for a > 1 is a sink at p = q = O. The trajectories for a > 0, which may be determined either through the direct integration of (5.2) or through the integration of dp ap+(p-I+p'+q')q dq =~aq'--_---:'(P;;-+""""-I""+-'-p7,+-'q';:;)-'-p or its action-angle (see (4.4)) equivalent,
spiral inward to one of the sinks in each of configurations (a)-(e).
The total energy is given by y. IffJ is decreased through y, E may be expected to increase linearly from 0 to some value in excess of y for fJ < -Y but eventually to drop to 0 at some lower value of fJ. If the motion is started from a state of finite energy with fJ < -y, E may tend to Hy-fJ) rather than 0, depending on the initial conditions; if a~1 the dividing line for these initial conditions may be approximated by the inner separatrix for a = 0:
.n is the only fixed lie points at (5.3c).
through the direct
It would be desirable to confirm these predictions experimentally.
6. Internal resonance (w, "" 2w,)
We now a-ssume that w 2 -2w 1 = O{€w), or, morc precisely, and choosing (note that w, :::: 2w, and a, ::::~a, in the calculation of the highcr.order terms) (6.5) wc obtain (cf. (3.9) and (3.10))
The total energy is given by (cf. (5.10)) E = y,gSl~(p~+q~){l +O(e)}.
(6.6) (6.7) (6.8)
Substituting (2.6), together with e = o./a" into (6.5), and invoking (2.5) for a, and Damping may be incorporated by adding (a,p" a, q" a,p" a,q,) to the left-hand side of (6.IOa, b.c, d) , where a" = o,,/e and 0" is the damping ratio for the nth mode.
\\'e consider further the special case W z = 2w t . for which
The fixed points of (6.10) then are given by from which it follows that the fixed points (6.12a,b,c) are stable/unstable for: (a) If'~I, (b) P < 0/ > I, (c) P> 0/ < -I. Summing up, we have the following configu rations:
(i) P> I, three centres (6.12a,c) and two saddle points (6.12b);
(ii)°< P< I. a saddle point (6.12a) and two centres (6.12c);
(iii) -I < P< 0, a saddle point (6.12a) and two centres (6.12b);
(iv) P < -I, three centres (6.12a,b) and two saddle points (6.12c).
The bifurcations at P=°and ± I are of Poincare's type, at which u goes through zero. There are no Hopf-bifurca.tion points (at which the real part of a pair of complex-conjugate zeros of 11 vanishes and at which bifurcation to a limit cycle may occur), which suggests that, in the presence of finite but weak d<1mping (centers"" sinks), the solution will tcrminate at one of the sinks (which one will depend on the initial conditions). We remark that some finite-amplitude harmonie motion is possible (although it may be difficult to attain) for every value of P, in contrast to the results in § §4 and 5, where P< 'Y is necessary for such a motion.
The dimensionless energy (6.IOc, d) to the Icft-hand side II" the nth mode.
of the characteristic lande,,, = -0.0106 ,ich im plics that the scaling requires the ltrast. the resonance n a circular cylinder, . which implies that ,king (2.5) for "'\ and ·.'1), averaging over a n of the higher-order (6.13) (6.15) at the stable fixed points is plotted as a funetion of the tuning parameter Pin figure  4 . There are now two jumps (at P= ± I) in the equilibrium energy, in contrast to the single jump in figure 3 ; moreover, the energy decreases as fJ decreases below (increases above) fl = 1 (-1) and has a minimum at fl = O. Here again, experimental confirmation would be desirable. we obtain (L) = 8€'mgl{pg-pq + (fl + 1) p' + (fl-l) g'+i(P'+ g')') + 0(<:"), (A 5) which is isomorphic to (3.9) for A > O.
where 0 is the angular displacement from the stable equilibrium position (in which the bob is directly below the point of suspension).
A suitable form for the solution of th.e equation of motion implied by (A 2) in the limit f~O with w'-wi = O(€w'), where wi = gil, is 0= 4e1(P(T) coswl+g(T) sin wi}, T = fwl. (A 3a,b) Substituting (A 3) into (A 2), approximating I-cosO by O'/2-{}4/4!, averaging L over a 2lt interval of wi, and introducing
